
Scotland on the screen 
http://scotlandonscreen.org.uk/ 

 
Scotland on Screen is a joint project between Scottish Screen, Learning and Teaching Scotland 
and the National Library of Scotland using the resources of the Scottish Screen 
Archive http://ssa.nls.uk/ which is part of the National Library of Scotland. The archive was set 
up in 1976 to "locate, preserve and provide access to Scotland's moving image heritage" and now 
contains over 32,000 film reels and videotapes as well as an associated paper archive with 
photographs, posters, production papers and ephemera. 
 
Scotland on Screen has over 200 extracts of film, with another 300 being added later on this year. 
Each film clip has a record attached to it. This includes bibliographic details; a filmstrip which 
gives snapshots from the film (and is also downloadable); questions and activities to give starters 
for use; rights holder information and related clips. It is also tagged to the Curriculum for 
Excellence and the traditional curriculum. The database can be searched; there is a simple 
keyword search and also advanced and fielded search options or an alphabetical list can be 
browsed. 
 
The feature resources are a selection (currently fourteen) of themed collections of extracts which 
have longer information and ideas about their use, all commissioned from teachers. These range 
from Ad Detectives through Childhood, Emigration, Experiences at school, New Towns, Rivers 
and Coasts to The Swinging Sixties. A common format for the information would have been 
useful - Emigration is particularly user-friendly, with a list of the clips included and the 
curriculum relevance highlighted at the beginning. 
 
By logging in to the site, users are enabled to download clips into QuickTime, Media Player or 
Flash video, and these versions are much better quality. The downloaded film clips can be used 
in a variety of ways e.g. embedded in resources; manipulated to create your own filmstrips; have 
different commentary added. It is important to note that such use may only be shared through 
Glow or a school intranet; it may not be uploaded to e.g. YouTube or made available on a public 
facing website. The site even includes step-by-step instructions for editing the films using 
Windows movie maker, though any appropriate software can be used. Users in Scottish schools 
can log in through Glow, or through their SCRAN account. A link in the website allows users 
outside Scotland to request a log-in. 
 
For those of you in Glow, Scotland on Screen has its own Glow Group 
https://portal.glowscotland.org.uk/establishments/nationalsite/Scotland%20on%20Screen/def
ault.aspx 
 
Although the filmclips are all Scottish, they provide useful source material for all kinds of 
curriculum areas wherever you are located; for example, find out how to put on a gas mask 
http://scotlandonscreen.org.uk/database/record.php?usi=007-000-000-015-
C&scache=4w8f18hjgg&searchdb=scotscreen_scran 
how to become the perfect 1950s housewife 
http://scotlandonscreen.org.uk/database/record.php?usi=007-000-000-011-
C&scache=2kku4jib2h&searchdb=scotscreen_scran 
or investigate transport, industry or cinema-going - a great resource for social history. 
 
You can contact the Scotland on Screen team if you have any queries at 
scotlandonscreen@nls.uk. 



 


